Sociology Reading List

The Wave by Todd Strasser
Life in Schools by Peter McLaren
As Nature Made Him by John Calapinto
Funny in Farsi: A Memoir of Growing Up Iranian in America by Firoozeh Dumas
There Are No Children Here by Alex Kotlowitz
Savage Inequalities: Children in America's Schools by Jonathan Kozol
Inside the Criminal Mind by Stanton Samenow
Our Amish Neighbors by William Screiber
The Sociologically Examined Life by Michael Schwalbe
Alive by Piers Paul Heard
Black Like Me by John Howard
A Long Way Gone by Ishmael Beah
Teacher Man by Frank McCourt
Last Shot: City Streets, Basketball Dreams by Darcy Frey
The New Kids: Big Dreams and Brave Journeys at a High School for Immigrant Teens by Brooke Hauser
Nickel and Dimed by Barbara Ehrenreich
Biko by Donald Woods
Gang Leader for a Day by Sudhir Venkatesh
The Glass Castle by Jeanette Walls
Outliers by Malcolm Gladwell
The Other Side of the Sky by Farah Ahmedi
Of Beetles and Angels by Mawi Asgedom
Freaks, Geeks, and Cool Kids by Murray Milner
Teach Like a Champion: 49 Techniques that put Students on the Path to College by Doug Lemov and Norman Atkins

Sociology Through Active Learning by Kathleen McKinney and Barbara S. Heyl


Readings From *Down to Earth Sociology* edited by James Henslin.

*The Saints and the Roughnecks* by William J. Chambliss

*Nickel and Dimed* by Barbara Ehrenreich,

*Eating Your Friends is the Hardest: The Survivors of the F-227* by James H. Henslin

*If Hitler Asked You to Electrocute a Stranger, Would You?* by Philip Meyer

*The Pathology of Imprisonment* by Philip Zimbardo

*The Importance of Being Beautiful* by Sidney Katz